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iioote and FUKTAB announce collaboration to expand the IoT solution SenseIoT
Gothenburg 2018-05-07

iioote announce collaboration with Fuktab AB for the previously launched IoT-solution
SenseIoT that enables monitoring of moisture and mold in real estate using a system
based on the LoRaWANTM standard.
SenseIoT have been systemized with moisture and building construction industry experts
and multiple test-installations have been performed. The collaboration with FUKTAB
enables iioote to offer additional services such as installation, monitoring of data and site
inspection when an alarm is received. FUKTAB have long experience of moisture and
water damage and is a market leader in the industry and work closely with insurance
companies, property owners and construction companies.
- We believe the use of new technologies that our expert partner iioote masters will lead
to large savings in moisture and mold damages. There is a need to be able to monitor
moisture levels in multiple locations that simply have been difficult or too expensive with
current systems available today. We are certain that we now can help thousands of
customers to reduce inconvenience and SenseIoT can lower the damage cost and keep
high sense of security, says Patrik Haglund CEO Fuktab AB.
- Robert Spertina CEO of iioote declares we are very happy and proud to announce our
collaboration with FUKTAB as this complements the SenseIoT offer in a unique way.
iioote can now include moisture monitoring from one of the best experts on the market,
and if necessary, make on-site inspections. The offering can additionally be customized to
fully support other customer needs. SenseIoT will help to minimize water damages that
according to the Swedish Vattenskadecentrum (an organization with the insurance
companies and industry experts as members) costs property owners more than 100Mkr
SEK weekly!
iioote contributes to Sweden's goal to be the best in the world to use the potential of
digitalization.
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About iioote AB
iioote work with companies, organizations and municipalities in implementing IoT in their
business, from analysis need and strategy to planning, implementation and system
integration. iioote has expertise in IoT, IT and Telecom, combined with industry-specific
skills from the construction, machinery and automotive industries. iioote integrates
solutions that drive the development of simple and innovative IoT in the community. This
is enabled by radio systems that use low-energy technology, Low Power Wide Area
Networks (LPWAN).
Contact: Robert Spertina, CEO & Head of IoT, phone +46 70 797 6788, robert.spertina@iioote.com

About Fuktab AB
FUKTAB was founded in 1989 and has over 30 years’ experience of water damages. The
company have a long experience of moisture damages and have extensive knowledge in
construction and various building techniques, which is an important part of the industry.
Customer satisfaction is important to us. We always make sure that you as a customer get
help quickly and offer resolutions that are cost effective. Our goal is to be in place on the
same day we received the assignment enabling us to quickly start an investigation into
the extent of the damage.
Contact: Patrik Haglund, CEO, phone: 0700-901 648, patrik.haglund@fuktab.se
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